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I. SUPRANUCLEAR DENSITY MATTER

A. Introduction

Neutron stars are the densest observable objects in the
Universe, attaining physical conditions of matter that cannot
be replicated on Earth. Inside neutron stars, the state of matter
ranges from ions (nuclei) embedded in a sea of electrons at
low densities in the outer crust, through increasingly neutron-
rich ions in the inner crust and outer core, to the supranuclear
densities reached in the center, where particles are squeezed
together more tightly than in atomic nuclei, and theory
predicts a host of possible exotic states of matter (Fig. 1).
The nature of matter at such densities is one of the great
unsolved problems in modern science, and this makes neutron
stars unparalleled laboratories for nuclear physics and quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD) under extreme conditions.
The most fundamental macroscopic diagnostic of dense

matter is the pressure-density-temperature relation of bulk
matter, the equation of state (EOS). The EOS can be used to
infer key aspects of the microphysics, such as the role of
many-body interactions at nuclear densities or the presence of
deconfined quarks at high densities (Sec. I.B). Measuring the
EOS of supranuclear density matter is therefore of major
importance to nuclear physics. However, it is also critical to
astrophysics. The dense matter EOS is clearly central to
understanding the powerful, violent, and enigmatic objects
that are neutron stars. However, neutron star–neutron star and
neutron star–black hole binary inspiral and merger, prime
sources of gravitational waves and the likely engines of short
gamma-ray bursts (Nakar, 2007) also depend sensitively on
the EOS (Shibata and Taniguchi, 2011; Bauswein et al., 2012;
Faber and Rasio, 2012; Lackey et al., 2012; Takami, Rezzolla,
and Baiotti, 2014). The EOS affects merger dynamics, black
hole formation time scales, the precise gravitational wave and
neutrino signals, any associated mass loss and r-process
nucleosynthesis, and the attendant gamma-ray bursts and

optical flashes (Metzger et al., 2010; Hotokezaka et al.,
2011; Kumar and Zhang, 2015; Rosswog, 2015). The EOS
of dense matter is also vital to understanding core collapse
supernova explosions and their associated gravitational wave
and neutrino emission (Janka et al., 2007).1

B. The nature of matter: Major open questions

The properties of neutron stars, like those of atomic nuclei,
depend crucially on the interactions between protons and
neutrons (nucleons) governed by the strong force. This is
evident from the seminal work of Oppenheimer and Volkoff
(1939), which showed that the maximal mass of neutron stars
consisting of noninteracting neutrons is 0.7M⊙. To stabilize
heavier neutron stars, as realized in nature, requires repulsive
interactions between nucleons, which set in with increasing
density. At low energies, and thus low densities, the inter-
actions between nucleons are attractive, as they have to be to
bind neutrons and protons into nuclei. However, to prevent
nuclei from collapsing, repulsive two-nucleon and three-
nucleon interactions set in at higher momenta and densities.
Because neutron stars reach densities exceeding those in
atomic nuclei, this makes them particularly sensitive to
many-body forces (Akmal, Pandharipande, and Ravenhall,
1998), and recently it was shown that the dominant uncer-
tainty at nuclear densities is due to three-nucleon forces
(Hebeler et al., 2010; Gandolfi, Carlson, and Reddy, 2012).

FIG. 1. Schematic structure of a neutron star. The outer layer is a
solid ionic crust supported by electron degeneracy pressure.
Neutrons begin to leak out of ions (nuclei) at densities
∼4 × 1011 g=cm3 (the neutron drip density, which separates
the inner from the outer crust), where neutron degeneracy also
starts to play a role. At densities ∼2 × 1014 g=cm3, the nuclei
dissolve completely. This marks the crust-core boundary. In the
core, densities reach several times the nuclear saturation density
ρsat ¼ 2.8 × 1014 g=cm3 (see text).

1Note that while most neutron stars, even during the binary
inspiral phase, can be described by the cold EOS that is the focus of
this Colloquium (see Sec. I.C), temperature corrections must be
applied when describing either newborn neutron stars in the
immediate aftermath of a supernova or the hot differentially rotating
remnants that may survive for a short period of time following a
compact object merger. The cold and hot EOS must of course connect
and be consistent with one another.

Anna L. Watts et al.: Colloquium: Measuring the neutron star …
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I. SUPRANUCLEAR DENSITY MATTER

A. Introduction

Neutron stars are the densest observable objects in the
Universe, attaining physical conditions of matter that cannot
be replicated on Earth. Inside neutron stars, the state of matter
ranges from ions (nuclei) embedded in a sea of electrons at
low densities in the outer crust, through increasingly neutron-
rich ions in the inner crust and outer core, to the supranuclear
densities reached in the center, where particles are squeezed
together more tightly than in atomic nuclei, and theory
predicts a host of possible exotic states of matter (Fig. 1).
The nature of matter at such densities is one of the great
unsolved problems in modern science, and this makes neutron
stars unparalleled laboratories for nuclear physics and quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD) under extreme conditions.
The most fundamental macroscopic diagnostic of dense

matter is the pressure-density-temperature relation of bulk
matter, the equation of state (EOS). The EOS can be used to
infer key aspects of the microphysics, such as the role of
many-body interactions at nuclear densities or the presence of
deconfined quarks at high densities (Sec. I.B). Measuring the
EOS of supranuclear density matter is therefore of major
importance to nuclear physics. However, it is also critical to
astrophysics. The dense matter EOS is clearly central to
understanding the powerful, violent, and enigmatic objects
that are neutron stars. However, neutron star–neutron star and
neutron star–black hole binary inspiral and merger, prime
sources of gravitational waves and the likely engines of short
gamma-ray bursts (Nakar, 2007) also depend sensitively on
the EOS (Shibata and Taniguchi, 2011; Bauswein et al., 2012;
Faber and Rasio, 2012; Lackey et al., 2012; Takami, Rezzolla,
and Baiotti, 2014). The EOS affects merger dynamics, black
hole formation time scales, the precise gravitational wave and
neutrino signals, any associated mass loss and r-process
nucleosynthesis, and the attendant gamma-ray bursts and

optical flashes (Metzger et al., 2010; Hotokezaka et al.,
2011; Kumar and Zhang, 2015; Rosswog, 2015). The EOS
of dense matter is also vital to understanding core collapse
supernova explosions and their associated gravitational wave
and neutrino emission (Janka et al., 2007).1

B. The nature of matter: Major open questions

The properties of neutron stars, like those of atomic nuclei,
depend crucially on the interactions between protons and
neutrons (nucleons) governed by the strong force. This is
evident from the seminal work of Oppenheimer and Volkoff
(1939), which showed that the maximal mass of neutron stars
consisting of noninteracting neutrons is 0.7M⊙. To stabilize
heavier neutron stars, as realized in nature, requires repulsive
interactions between nucleons, which set in with increasing
density. At low energies, and thus low densities, the inter-
actions between nucleons are attractive, as they have to be to
bind neutrons and protons into nuclei. However, to prevent
nuclei from collapsing, repulsive two-nucleon and three-
nucleon interactions set in at higher momenta and densities.
Because neutron stars reach densities exceeding those in
atomic nuclei, this makes them particularly sensitive to
many-body forces (Akmal, Pandharipande, and Ravenhall,
1998), and recently it was shown that the dominant uncer-
tainty at nuclear densities is due to three-nucleon forces
(Hebeler et al., 2010; Gandolfi, Carlson, and Reddy, 2012).

FIG. 1. Schematic structure of a neutron star. The outer layer is a
solid ionic crust supported by electron degeneracy pressure.
Neutrons begin to leak out of ions (nuclei) at densities
∼4 × 1011 g=cm3 (the neutron drip density, which separates
the inner from the outer crust), where neutron degeneracy also
starts to play a role. At densities ∼2 × 1014 g=cm3, the nuclei
dissolve completely. This marks the crust-core boundary. In the
core, densities reach several times the nuclear saturation density
ρsat ¼ 2.8 × 1014 g=cm3 (see text).

1Note that while most neutron stars, even during the binary
inspiral phase, can be described by the cold EOS that is the focus of
this Colloquium (see Sec. I.C), temperature corrections must be
applied when describing either newborn neutron stars in the
immediate aftermath of a supernova or the hot differentially rotating
remnants that may survive for a short period of time following a
compact object merger. The cold and hot EOS must of course connect
and be consistent with one another.

Anna L. Watts et al.: Colloquium: Measuring the neutron star …
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application of modern optimization and statistical methods, together
with high-performance computing, has revolutionized nuclear DFT
during recent years.

In our study, we use quasi-local Skyrme functionals15 in the
particle–hole channel augmented by the density-dependent, zero-
range pairing term. The commonly used Skyrme EDFs reproduce total
binding energies with a root mean square error of the order of
1–4 MeV (refs 15, 16), and the agreement with the data can be signifi-
cantly improved by adding phenomenological correction terms17. The
Skyrme DFT approach has been successfully tested over the entire
chart of nuclides on a broad range of phenomena, and it usually per-
forms quite well when applied to energy differences (such as S2n), radii
and nuclear deformations. Other well-calibrated mass models include

the microscopic–macroscopic finite-range droplet model (FRDM)18,
the Brussels–Montreal Skyrme–HFB models based on the Hartree–
Fock–Bogoliubov (HFB) method17 and Gogny force models19,20.

Figure 2 illustrates the difficulties with theoretical extrapolations
towards drip lines. Shown are the S2n values for the isotopic chain of
even–even erbium isotopes predicted with different EDF, SLy421, SV-
min13, UNEDF015, UNEDF122, and with the FRDM18 and HFB-2117

models. In the region for which experimental data are available, all
models agree and well reproduce the data. However, the discrepancy
between various predictions steadily grows when moving away from
the region of known nuclei, because the dependence of the effective
force on the neutron-to-proton asymmetry (neutron excess) is poorly
determined. In the example considered, the neutron drip line is
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Figure 2 | Calculated and experimental two-neutron separation energies of
even–even erbium isotopes. Calculations performed in this work using SLy4,
SV-min, UNEDF0 and UNEDF1 functionals are compared to experiment2 and
FRDM18 and HFB-2117 models. The differences between model predictions are
small in the region where data exist (bracketed by vertical arrows) and grow

steadily when extrapolating towards the two-neutron drip line (S2n 5 0). The
bars on the SV-min results indicate statistical errors due to uncertainty in the
coupling constants of the functional. Detailed predictions around S2n 5 0 are
illustrated in the right inset. The left inset depicts the calculated and
experimental two-proton separation energies at N 5 76.
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I. SUPRANUCLEAR DENSITY MATTER

A. Introduction

Neutron stars are the densest observable objects in the
Universe, attaining physical conditions of matter that cannot
be replicated on Earth. Inside neutron stars, the state of matter
ranges from ions (nuclei) embedded in a sea of electrons at
low densities in the outer crust, through increasingly neutron-
rich ions in the inner crust and outer core, to the supranuclear
densities reached in the center, where particles are squeezed
together more tightly than in atomic nuclei, and theory
predicts a host of possible exotic states of matter (Fig. 1).
The nature of matter at such densities is one of the great
unsolved problems in modern science, and this makes neutron
stars unparalleled laboratories for nuclear physics and quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD) under extreme conditions.
The most fundamental macroscopic diagnostic of dense

matter is the pressure-density-temperature relation of bulk
matter, the equation of state (EOS). The EOS can be used to
infer key aspects of the microphysics, such as the role of
many-body interactions at nuclear densities or the presence of
deconfined quarks at high densities (Sec. I.B). Measuring the
EOS of supranuclear density matter is therefore of major
importance to nuclear physics. However, it is also critical to
astrophysics. The dense matter EOS is clearly central to
understanding the powerful, violent, and enigmatic objects
that are neutron stars. However, neutron star–neutron star and
neutron star–black hole binary inspiral and merger, prime
sources of gravitational waves and the likely engines of short
gamma-ray bursts (Nakar, 2007) also depend sensitively on
the EOS (Shibata and Taniguchi, 2011; Bauswein et al., 2012;
Faber and Rasio, 2012; Lackey et al., 2012; Takami, Rezzolla,
and Baiotti, 2014). The EOS affects merger dynamics, black
hole formation time scales, the precise gravitational wave and
neutrino signals, any associated mass loss and r-process
nucleosynthesis, and the attendant gamma-ray bursts and

optical flashes (Metzger et al., 2010; Hotokezaka et al.,
2011; Kumar and Zhang, 2015; Rosswog, 2015). The EOS
of dense matter is also vital to understanding core collapse
supernova explosions and their associated gravitational wave
and neutrino emission (Janka et al., 2007).1

B. The nature of matter: Major open questions

The properties of neutron stars, like those of atomic nuclei,
depend crucially on the interactions between protons and
neutrons (nucleons) governed by the strong force. This is
evident from the seminal work of Oppenheimer and Volkoff
(1939), which showed that the maximal mass of neutron stars
consisting of noninteracting neutrons is 0.7M⊙. To stabilize
heavier neutron stars, as realized in nature, requires repulsive
interactions between nucleons, which set in with increasing
density. At low energies, and thus low densities, the inter-
actions between nucleons are attractive, as they have to be to
bind neutrons and protons into nuclei. However, to prevent
nuclei from collapsing, repulsive two-nucleon and three-
nucleon interactions set in at higher momenta and densities.
Because neutron stars reach densities exceeding those in
atomic nuclei, this makes them particularly sensitive to
many-body forces (Akmal, Pandharipande, and Ravenhall,
1998), and recently it was shown that the dominant uncer-
tainty at nuclear densities is due to three-nucleon forces
(Hebeler et al., 2010; Gandolfi, Carlson, and Reddy, 2012).

FIG. 1. Schematic structure of a neutron star. The outer layer is a
solid ionic crust supported by electron degeneracy pressure.
Neutrons begin to leak out of ions (nuclei) at densities
∼4 × 1011 g=cm3 (the neutron drip density, which separates
the inner from the outer crust), where neutron degeneracy also
starts to play a role. At densities ∼2 × 1014 g=cm3, the nuclei
dissolve completely. This marks the crust-core boundary. In the
core, densities reach several times the nuclear saturation density
ρsat ¼ 2.8 × 1014 g=cm3 (see text).

1Note that while most neutron stars, even during the binary
inspiral phase, can be described by the cold EOS that is the focus of
this Colloquium (see Sec. I.C), temperature corrections must be
applied when describing either newborn neutron stars in the
immediate aftermath of a supernova or the hot differentially rotating
remnants that may survive for a short period of time following a
compact object merger. The cold and hot EOS must of course connect
and be consistent with one another.

Anna L. Watts et al.: Colloquium: Measuring the neutron star …
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2 D. Habs, P.G. Thirolf, M. Gross, K. Allinger, J. Bin, A. Henig, D. Kiefer, W. Ma, J. Schreiber

Fig. 1 Chart of the nuclides indicating various pathways for astrophysical nucleosynthesis: thermonuclear fusion reactions in
stars (orange vector), s-process path (red vector) and the r-process generating heavy nuclei in the Universe (red pathway).
The nuclei marked in black indicate stable nuclei. For the green nuclei some nuclear properties are known, while the yellow, yet
unexplored regions extend to the neutron and proton drip lines. The blue line connects nuclei with the same neutron/proton
ratio as for (almost) stable actinide nuclei. On this line the maximum yield of nuclei produced via fission-fusion (without
neutron evaporation) will be located. The elliptical conture lines correspond to the expected maximum fission-fusion cross
sections decreased to 50% ,10% and 0.1%, respectively, for primary 232Th beams.

beam bunches of solid-state density. ii) The strongly re-
duced stopping power of these dense bunches in a sec-
ond thick Th target, where the decomposition into fis-
sion fragments and the fusion of these fragments takes
place. After the laser flash we want to extract rather
long-lived isotopes (> 100 ms) in flight, separate them
e.g. in a (gas-filled) recoil separator and study them via
decay spectroscopy or lifetime and nuclear mass mea-
surements.

In the following we outline the relevance of the project
for nuclear astrophysics, describe the new laser acceler-
ation scheme and in particular the new fission-fusion re-
action method. Finally the planned ELI-Nuclear Physics
facility will be briefly introduced, where the production
of these nuclei and the experiments to measure their
properties will be realized.

2 The Relevance of the N=126 Waiting Point
for Nuclear Astrophysics

Fig. 1 shows the nuclidic chart marked with different
nucleosynthesis pathways for the production of heavy
elements in the Universe: the thermonuclear fusion pro-
cesses in stars producing elements up to iron (orange ar-
row), the slow neutron capture process (s-process) along
the valley of stability leading to about half of the heavier
nuclei (red arrow) and the rapid neutron capture pro-
cess (r-process) proceeding along pathways with neu-
tron separation energies Sn in the range of 2–3 MeV. In
this scenario, rather neutron-rich nuclei are populated
in an intense neutron flux [9]. The r-process path ex-

hibits characteristic vertical regions for constant magic
neutron numbers of 50, 82 and 126, where the r-process
is slowed down due to low neutron capture cross sections
when going beyond the magic neutron numbers. These
decisive bottlenecks of the r-process flow are called wait-
ing points [10].

The astrophysical site of the r-process nucleosynthe-
sis is still under debate: it may be cataclysmic core col-
lapse supernovae (II) explosions with neutrino winds [2,
3,11,12] or mergers of neutron-star binaries [13,14,15].
The r-process element abundances from galactic halo
stars tell us that the r-process site for lighter and heavier
neutron capture processes may occur under different as-
trophysical conditions [10]. For the heavier elements be-
yond barium, the isotopic abundancies are always very
similar (called universality) and the process seems to be
very robust. Perhaps also the recycling of fission frag-
ments from the end of the r-process strengthens this
stability. Presently, it seems more likely that a merger
of neutron star binaries is the source for the heavier r-
process branch, while core collapsing supernova explo-
sions contribute to the lighter elements below barium.
The modern nuclear equations of state, neutrino inter-
actions and recent supernova explosion simulations [3]
lead to detailed discussions of the waiting point N=126.
Here measured nuclear properties along the N=126 wait-
ing point may help to clarify the sites of the r-process.

Fig. 2 shows the measured solar elemental abundances
of the r-process nuclei together with a calculation, where
masses from the Extended Thomas-Fermi plus Strutin-
ski Integral (ETFSI) mass model [16] have been used to-

figure taken from Habs et al.,
Appl. Phys. B 103, 471 (2011)
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Why is textbook nuclear physics so hard?

VL=0(k , k �) ⇤
�

r2 dr j0(kr) V (r) j0(k �r) = ⌅k |VL=0|k �⇧ =⇥ Vkk � matrix

Momentum units (� = c = 1): typical relative momentum
in large nucleus � 1 fm�1 � 200 MeV but . . .

Repulsive core =⇥ large high-k (� 2 fm�1) components
Dick Furnstahl RG in Nuclear Physics

• constructed to fit scattering data (long-wavelength information)

• long-range part dominated by one pion exchange interaction

• short range part strongly model dependent!

• traditional NN interactions contain strongly repulsive core at small distance
‣ strong coupling between low and high-momenta
‣ many-body problem hard to solve using basis expansion!
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• elimination of coupling between low- and high momentum components,
          simplified many-body calculations!

• observables unaffected by resolution change (for exact calculations)

• residual resolution dependences can be used as tool to test calculations

Not the full story:
RG transformations also change three-body (and higher-body) interactions!

Systematic decoupling of high-momentum physics:
the Similarity Renormalization Group



Aren’t 3N forces unnatural? Do we really need them?

Why are there three-nucleon (3N) forces?

Nucleons are finite-mass composite particles,

can be excited to resonances

dominant contribution from !(1232 MeV)

+ shorter-range parts

tidal effects leads to 3-body forces in earth-sun-moon system

Why are there three-nucleon (3N) forces?

Nucleons are finite-mass composite particles,

can be excited to resonances

dominant contribution from !(1232 MeV)

+ shorter-range parts

tidal effects leads to 3-body forces in earth-sun-moon system

Consider classical analog: tidal effects in earth-sun-moon system

 

• force between earth and moon depends on the position of sun

• tidal deformations represent internal excitations

• describe system using point particles           3N forces inevitable!

• nucleons are composite particles, can also be excited

• change of resolution change excitations that can be described explicitly

‣ existence of three-nucleon forces natural

‣ crucial question: how important are their contributions?



• choose relevant degrees of 
freedom: here nucleons and pions

• operators constrained by 
symmetries of QCD

• short-range physics captured in 
short-range couplings

• separation of scales: Q << Λb, 
breakdown scale Λb~500 MeV

• power-counting: expand in Q/Λb

• systematic, obtain error estimates

• many-body forces appear naturally

Chiral effective field theory for nuclear forces
                    NN       3N           4N

2006

1994

2011



long (2π)        intermediate (π)     short-range

c1, c3, c4 terms cD term cE term

             NN 3N  4N

long (2π)        intermediate (π)     short-range

c1, c3, c4 terms cD term cE term

Many-body forces in chiral EFT

2006

1994

2011

need to be fit to three-body 
and/or higher-body systems
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first incorporation in calculations of 
neutron and nuclear matter 
Tews, Krüger, KH, Schwenk, PRL 110, 032504 (2013)
Krüger, Tews, KH, Schwenk, PRC 88, 025802 (2013)

Many-body forces in chiral EFT
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1994

2011

all terms predicted
(no new low-energy couplings)
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long (2π)        intermediate (π)     short-range
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first incorporation in calculations of 
neutron and nuclear matter 
Tews, Krüger, KH, Schwenk, PRL 110, 032504 (2013)
Krüger, Tews, KH, Schwenk, PRC 88, 025802 (2013)
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2011

first calculation of matrix elements for 
ab initio studies of matter and nuclei
KH, Krebs, Epelbaum, Golak, Skibinski, PRC 91, 044001(2015)

Many-body forces in chiral EFT



Results for the neutron matter equation of state

c1, c3, c4 terms cD term cE term

only long-range 3NF 
contribute in leading order 

neutron matter is a unique 
system for chiral EFT:

pure neutron matter
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Energy per
particle E/N of neutron matter as a
function of density ρ at the Hartree-
Fock level (left) and including second-
order contributions (right). The results
are based on evolved N3LO NN poten-
tials and N2LO 3N forces. Theoretical
uncertainties are estimated by varying
the NN cutoff (lines) and the 3N cutoff
(band for fixed " = 2.0 fm−1).

where {· · ·} denote 6j symbols and PL(cos θ ) are Legendre
polynomials. Keeping only L = 0 in Eq. (34) corresponds
to the angle-averaging approximation for the Pauli-blocking
operator, but we keep all L ! 6 for Vlow k and L ! 4 for V 3N.

Our second-order results for the neutron matter energy
ENN+3N,eff = E

(1)
NN+3N,eff + E

(2)
NN+3N,eff are presented in Fig. 7.

The different contributions are listed in Table I. We observe
that the cutoff dependence is reduced when going from first to
second order. This is as expected based on the nuclear matter
results [7,8], but for neutron matter the cutoff dependence
is significantly weaker already at the Hartree-Fock level.
The cutoff dependence increases with density and is less
than 1 MeV per particle for the densities studied in Fig. 7
over the cutoff range 1.8 fm−1 ! " ! 2.8 fm−1 and
2.0 fm−1 ! "3NF ! 2.5 fm−1. This band sets the scale
for omitted short-range many-body contributions, and we
discuss the theoretical uncertainties in the long-range parts in
Sec. III D. The weak cutoff dependence also demonstrates that
the average momentum in the system (which is smaller than
the Fermi momentum because ⟨p2

i ⟩ = 3/5k2
F) is well below the

cutoff.
Moreover, we have found that self-energy corrections to

the neutron matter energy are practically negligible. The
second-order energy with $ = 0 is within 200 keV of the self-
consistent results shown in Fig. 7. In addition, the second-order
energy contributions are always below 1.3 MeV per particle
in Table I, except for the large cutoff " = 2.8 fm−1 cases.
The second-order contributions practically only improve the
cutoff independence of the results without changing the energy
significantly. Moreover, for the lower cutoffs, the Hartree-
Fock energies are already reliable. These findings combined
suggest that neutron matter is perturbative at nuclear densities.
Therefore, we are confident that the P = 0 approximation
for V 3N is reliable, when evaluating the small second-order
contributions, and that it is reasonable to neglect the residual
3N-3N diagram E

(2)
5 .

D. Sensitivity to ci uncertainties

Next, we study the sensitivity of the second-order energy
to uncertainties in the ci coefficients that determine the

long-range part of N2LO 3N forces. This provides an update for
chiral potentials of the results of Ref. [25]. The ci coefficients
relate πN, NN, and 3N interactions, and the determination
from πN scattering is, within errors, consistent with the
extraction from NN waves. Present constraints for c1 and
c3 are c1 = −0.9+0.2

−0.5 GeV−1 and c3 = −4.7+1.5
−1.0 GeV−1 [32].

We note that, at N3LO, there are contributions that shift the
ci [10], and may lead to c3 coefficients that are smaller in
magnitude. In this study, we vary ci only in 3N forces, because
of lack of N3LO NN potentials that explore these ci variations.
However, based on the universality of Vlow k [8,12] (starting
from chiral potentials with two different ci sets [15,16]), we
do not expect large differences from varying c1 and c3 in
NN interactions, where these variations are also absorbed by
higher-order contact interactions that have to be adjusted to
reproduce NN scattering.

In Fig. 8, we show that the theoretical uncertainties of
the neutron matter energy are dominated by the uncertainties
in the ci coefficients, in particular the c3 part, compared
to the uncertainties of the many-body calculation or of
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Theoretical uncertainties of the second-
order energy with "/"3NF = 2.0 fm−1 as a function of density due
to the uncertainties in the c1 and c3 coefficients of 3N forces.
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size modifies formula
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4-momentum transfer

Uniform interior is a clear  
manifestation of nuclear 
saturation, namely the 

existence of an equilibrium 
density   

Nuclear Saturation  
A Hallmark of the Nuclear DynamicsOverview RG Summary Extras Physics Resolution Forces Filter Coupling

Why is textbook nuclear physics so hard?

VL=0(k , k �) ⇤
�

r2 dr j0(kr) V (r) j0(k �r) = ⌅k |VL=0|k �⇧ =⇥ Vkk � matrix

Momentum units (� = c = 1): typical relative momentum
in large nucleus � 1 fm�1 � 200 MeV but . . .

Repulsive core =⇥ large high-k (� 2 fm�1) components
Dick Furnstahl RG in Nuclear Physics

l̄S

Equation of state of symmetric nuclear matter:
nuclear saturation

Batty et. al, 
Karlsruhe (1987)
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“Very soft potentials must be 
excluded because they do not 
give saturation; 
they give too much binding and 
too high density. In particular, a 
substantial tensor force is 
required.”
Hans Bethe (1971)

KH, Bogner, Furnstahl, Nogga, 
PRC(R) 83, 031301 (2011)
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“Very soft potentials must be 
excluded because they do not 
give saturation; 
they give too much binding and 
too high density. In particular, a 
substantial tensor force is 
required.”
Hans Bethe (1971)

intermediate (cD) and short-range 
(cE) 3NF couplings fitted to few-body 
systems at different resolution scales: 
E3H = �8.482 MeV r4He = 1.464 fm

c1, c3, c4 terms cD term cE term

KH, Bogner, Furnstahl, Nogga, 
PRC(R) 83, 031301 (2011)
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Reproduction of saturation point 
without readjusting parameters!
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Ground-state energies from CR-CC(2,3) for (a) the NN+3N-induced Hamiltonian starting from the N3LO and N2LO-
optimized NN interaction and (c) the NN+3N-full Hamiltonian with Λ3N = 400 MeV/c and Λ3N = 350 MeV/c. The boxes represent the
spread of the results from α = 0.04 fm4 to α = 0.08 fm4, and the tip points into the direction of smaller values of α. Also shown are the
contributions of the CR-CC(2,3) triples correction to the (b) NN+3N-induced and (d) NN+3N-full results. All results employ !Ω = 24 MeV
and 3N interactions with E3max = 18 in NO2B approximation and full inclusion of the 3N interaction in CCSD up to E3max = 12. Experimental
binding energies [32] are shown as black bars.

ies have shown that for both cutoffs, the induced 4N inter-
action are small up into the sd-shell [6, 9]. For heavier nuclei,
Fig. 5(c) reveals that the α-dependence of the ground-state
energies remains small for Λ3N = 400 MeV/c up to the heav-
iest nuclei. Thus, the attractive induced 4N contributions that
originate from the initial NN interaction are canceled by ad-
ditional repulsive 4N contributions originating from the ini-
tial chiral 3N interaction. By reducing the initial 3N cutoff
to Λ3N = 350 MeV/c, the repulsive 4N component resulting
for the initial 3N interaction is weakened [9] and the attrac-
tive induced 4N from the initial NN prevails, leading to an
increased α-dependence indicating an attractive net 4N con-
tribution. All of these effects are larger than the truncation un-
certainties of the calculations, such as the cluster truncation,
as is evident by the comparatively small triples contributions
shown in Fig. 5(b) and (d).

Taking advantage of the cancellation of induced 4N terms
for the NN+3N-full Hamiltonian with Λ3N = 400 MeV/c we
compare the energies to experiment. Throughout the different
isotopic chains starting from Ca, the experimental pattern of
the binding energies is reproduced up to a constant shift of
the order of 1 MeV per nucleon. The stability and qualitative
agreement of the these results over an unprecedented mass
range is remarkable, given the fact that the Hamiltonian was
determined in the few-body sector alone.

When considering the quantitative deviations, one has to
consider consistent chiral 3N interaction at N3LO, and the
initial 4N interaction. In particular for heavier nuclei, the

contribution of the leading-order 4N interaction might be siz-
able. Another important future aspect is the study of other
observables, such as charge radii. In the present calcula-
tions the charge radii of the HF reference states are sys-
tematically smaller than experiment and the discrepancy in-
creases with mass. For 16O, 40Ca, 88Sr, and 120Sn the cal-
culated charge radii are 0.3 fm, 0.5 fm, 0.7 fm, and 1.0 fm
too small [32]. These deviations are larger than the ex-
pected effects of beyond-HF correlations and consistent SRG-
evolutions of the radii. This discrepancy will remain a chal-
lenge for future studies of medium-mass and heavy nuclei
with chiral Hamiltonians.

Conclusions. In this Letter we have presented the first
accurate ab initio calculations for heavy nuclei using SRG-
evolved chiral interactions. We have identified and eliminated
a number of technical hurdles, e.g., regarding the SRG model
space, that have inhibited state-of-the-art medium-mass ap-
proaches to address heavy nuclei. As a result, many-body
calculations up to 132Sn are now possible with controlled un-
certainties on the order of 2%. The qualitative agreement of
ground-state energies for nuclei ranging from 16O to 132Sn
obtained in a single theoretical framework demonstrates the
potential of ab initio approaches based on chiral Hamiltoni-
ans. This is a first direct validation of chiral Hamiltonians in
the regime of heavy nuclei using ab initio techniques. Future
studies will have to involve consistent chiral Hamiltonians at
N3LO considering initial and SRG-induced 4N interactions
and provide an exploration of other observables.

Binder et al., Phys. Lett B 736, 119 (2014) 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• spectacular increase in range of applicability of ab initio many body frameworks

• remarkable agreement between different methods for a given Hamiltonian

• significant discrepancies to experimental data for heavy nuclei for 

(most of) presently used nuclear interactions

• need to quantify theoretical uncertainties
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ies have shown that for both cutoffs, the induced 4N inter-
action are small up into the sd-shell [6, 9]. For heavier nuclei,
Fig. 5(c) reveals that the α-dependence of the ground-state
energies remains small for Λ3N = 400 MeV/c up to the heav-
iest nuclei. Thus, the attractive induced 4N contributions that
originate from the initial NN interaction are canceled by ad-
ditional repulsive 4N contributions originating from the ini-
tial chiral 3N interaction. By reducing the initial 3N cutoff
to Λ3N = 350 MeV/c, the repulsive 4N component resulting
for the initial 3N interaction is weakened [9] and the attrac-
tive induced 4N from the initial NN prevails, leading to an
increased α-dependence indicating an attractive net 4N con-
tribution. All of these effects are larger than the truncation un-
certainties of the calculations, such as the cluster truncation,
as is evident by the comparatively small triples contributions
shown in Fig. 5(b) and (d).

Taking advantage of the cancellation of induced 4N terms
for the NN+3N-full Hamiltonian with Λ3N = 400 MeV/c we
compare the energies to experiment. Throughout the different
isotopic chains starting from Ca, the experimental pattern of
the binding energies is reproduced up to a constant shift of
the order of 1 MeV per nucleon. The stability and qualitative
agreement of the these results over an unprecedented mass
range is remarkable, given the fact that the Hamiltonian was
determined in the few-body sector alone.

When considering the quantitative deviations, one has to
consider consistent chiral 3N interaction at N3LO, and the
initial 4N interaction. In particular for heavier nuclei, the

contribution of the leading-order 4N interaction might be siz-
able. Another important future aspect is the study of other
observables, such as charge radii. In the present calcula-
tions the charge radii of the HF reference states are sys-
tematically smaller than experiment and the discrepancy in-
creases with mass. For 16O, 40Ca, 88Sr, and 120Sn the cal-
culated charge radii are 0.3 fm, 0.5 fm, 0.7 fm, and 1.0 fm
too small [32]. These deviations are larger than the ex-
pected effects of beyond-HF correlations and consistent SRG-
evolutions of the radii. This discrepancy will remain a chal-
lenge for future studies of medium-mass and heavy nuclei
with chiral Hamiltonians.

Conclusions. In this Letter we have presented the first
accurate ab initio calculations for heavy nuclei using SRG-
evolved chiral interactions. We have identified and eliminated
a number of technical hurdles, e.g., regarding the SRG model
space, that have inhibited state-of-the-art medium-mass ap-
proaches to address heavy nuclei. As a result, many-body
calculations up to 132Sn are now possible with controlled un-
certainties on the order of 2%. The qualitative agreement of
ground-state energies for nuclei ranging from 16O to 132Sn
obtained in a single theoretical framework demonstrates the
potential of ab initio approaches based on chiral Hamiltoni-
ans. This is a first direct validation of chiral Hamiltonians in
the regime of heavy nuclei using ab initio techniques. Future
studies will have to involve consistent chiral Hamiltonians at
N3LO considering initial and SRG-induced 4N interactions
and provide an exploration of other observables.
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Strategy: 
Use observations to constrain the high-density part of the nuclear EOS.

Problem:
Calculation of neutron star properties require EOS up to high densities. 

Microscopic calculations limited to 1-2 nuclear saturation density.
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I. SUPRANUCLEAR DENSITY MATTER

A. Introduction

Neutron stars are the densest observable objects in the
Universe, attaining physical conditions of matter that cannot
be replicated on Earth. Inside neutron stars, the state of matter
ranges from ions (nuclei) embedded in a sea of electrons at
low densities in the outer crust, through increasingly neutron-
rich ions in the inner crust and outer core, to the supranuclear
densities reached in the center, where particles are squeezed
together more tightly than in atomic nuclei, and theory
predicts a host of possible exotic states of matter (Fig. 1).
The nature of matter at such densities is one of the great
unsolved problems in modern science, and this makes neutron
stars unparalleled laboratories for nuclear physics and quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD) under extreme conditions.
The most fundamental macroscopic diagnostic of dense

matter is the pressure-density-temperature relation of bulk
matter, the equation of state (EOS). The EOS can be used to
infer key aspects of the microphysics, such as the role of
many-body interactions at nuclear densities or the presence of
deconfined quarks at high densities (Sec. I.B). Measuring the
EOS of supranuclear density matter is therefore of major
importance to nuclear physics. However, it is also critical to
astrophysics. The dense matter EOS is clearly central to
understanding the powerful, violent, and enigmatic objects
that are neutron stars. However, neutron star–neutron star and
neutron star–black hole binary inspiral and merger, prime
sources of gravitational waves and the likely engines of short
gamma-ray bursts (Nakar, 2007) also depend sensitively on
the EOS (Shibata and Taniguchi, 2011; Bauswein et al., 2012;
Faber and Rasio, 2012; Lackey et al., 2012; Takami, Rezzolla,
and Baiotti, 2014). The EOS affects merger dynamics, black
hole formation time scales, the precise gravitational wave and
neutrino signals, any associated mass loss and r-process
nucleosynthesis, and the attendant gamma-ray bursts and

optical flashes (Metzger et al., 2010; Hotokezaka et al.,
2011; Kumar and Zhang, 2015; Rosswog, 2015). The EOS
of dense matter is also vital to understanding core collapse
supernova explosions and their associated gravitational wave
and neutrino emission (Janka et al., 2007).1

B. The nature of matter: Major open questions

The properties of neutron stars, like those of atomic nuclei,
depend crucially on the interactions between protons and
neutrons (nucleons) governed by the strong force. This is
evident from the seminal work of Oppenheimer and Volkoff
(1939), which showed that the maximal mass of neutron stars
consisting of noninteracting neutrons is 0.7M⊙. To stabilize
heavier neutron stars, as realized in nature, requires repulsive
interactions between nucleons, which set in with increasing
density. At low energies, and thus low densities, the inter-
actions between nucleons are attractive, as they have to be to
bind neutrons and protons into nuclei. However, to prevent
nuclei from collapsing, repulsive two-nucleon and three-
nucleon interactions set in at higher momenta and densities.
Because neutron stars reach densities exceeding those in
atomic nuclei, this makes them particularly sensitive to
many-body forces (Akmal, Pandharipande, and Ravenhall,
1998), and recently it was shown that the dominant uncer-
tainty at nuclear densities is due to three-nucleon forces
(Hebeler et al., 2010; Gandolfi, Carlson, and Reddy, 2012).

FIG. 1. Schematic structure of a neutron star. The outer layer is a
solid ionic crust supported by electron degeneracy pressure.
Neutrons begin to leak out of ions (nuclei) at densities
∼4 × 1011 g=cm3 (the neutron drip density, which separates
the inner from the outer crust), where neutron degeneracy also
starts to play a role. At densities ∼2 × 1014 g=cm3, the nuclei
dissolve completely. This marks the crust-core boundary. In the
core, densities reach several times the nuclear saturation density
ρsat ¼ 2.8 × 1014 g=cm3 (see text).

1Note that while most neutron stars, even during the binary
inspiral phase, can be described by the cold EOS that is the focus of
this Colloquium (see Sec. I.C), temperature corrections must be
applied when describing either newborn neutron stars in the
immediate aftermath of a supernova or the hot differentially rotating
remnants that may survive for a short period of time following a
compact object merger. The cold and hot EOS must of course connect
and be consistent with one another.

Anna L. Watts et al.: Colloquium: Measuring the neutron star …
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companionwith awell-determinedmass of 0.20M◉
(15) that appears to be hot (10), suggesting that its
envelope is thick. For this reason, we base the
WD mass estimate on cooling tracks with thick
hydrogen atmospheres for masses up to 0.2M◉,
which we constructed by using the MESA stellar
evolution code (8, 16). Initial models were built
for masses identical to the ones in (11), for which
previous comparisons have yielded good agree-
ment with observations (14), with the addition
of tracks with 0.175 and 0.185 M◉ for finer
coverage (Fig. 2). For masses up to 0.169M◉, our
models show excellent agreement with (11);
however, our 0.196 M◉ model is quite different,
because it has a thick envelope instead of a thin
one. Being closer to the constraints for the WD
companion to PSR J0348+0432, it yields a more
conservative mass constraint, MWD = 0.165 to
0.185 at 99.73% confidence (Fig. 3 and Table 1),
which we adopt. The corresponding radius is
RWD = 0.046 to 0.092 R◉ at 99.73% confidence.
Our models yield a cooling age of tcool ∼ 2 Gy.

Pulsar Mass
The derived WD mass and the observed mass
ratio q imply a NSmass in the range from 1.97 to
2.05M◉ at 68.27% or 1.90 to 2.18M◉ at 99.73%
confidence. Hence, PSR J0348+0432 is only the
second NS with a precisely determined mass
around 2M◉, after PSR J1614−2230 (2). It has a
3-s lower mass limit 0.05M◉ higher than the latter
and therefore provides a verification, using a dif-
ferent method, of the constraints on the EOS of
superdense matter present in NS interiors (2, 17).
For these masses and the known orbital period,
GR predicts that the orbital period should decrease

at the rate of P
:GR
b ¼ ð−2:58þ0:07

−0:11 Þ % 10−13 s s−1

(68.27%confidence) because of energy loss through
GW emission.

Radio Observations
Since April 2011, we have been observing PSR
J0348+0432 with the 1.4-GHz receiver of the
305-m radio telescope at the Arecibo Observatory
by using its four wide-band pulsar processors (18).
In order to verify the Arecibo data, we have been
independently timing PSR J0348+0432 at 1.4 GHz
by using the 100-m radio telescope in Effelsberg,
Germany. The two timing data sets produce con-
sistent rotational models, providing added con-
fidence in both. Combining the Arecibo and
Effelsberg data with the initial GBTobservations
(7), we derived the timing solution presented in
Table 1. To match the arrival times, the solution
requires a significant measurement of orbital de-
cay, P

:
b ¼ −2:73 % 10−13 T 0:45% 10−13 s s−1

(68.27% confidence).
The total proper motion and distance estimate

(Table 1) allowed us to calculate the kinematic
corrections to P

:
b from its motion in the Galaxy,

plus any contribution from possible variations of
G: dP

:
b ¼ 0:016% 10−13 T 0:003% 10−13 s s−1.

This is negligible compared to the measurement
uncertainty. Similarly, the small rate of rotational
energy loss of the pulsar (Table 1) excludes any
substantial contamination resulting frommass loss
from the system; furthermore, we can exclude
substantial contributions to P

:
b from tidal effects

[see (8) for details]. Therefore, the observedP
:
b is

caused by GW emission, and its magnitude is
entirely consistent with the one predicted by GR:
P
:
b=P

:GR
b ¼ 1:05 T 0:18 (Fig. 3).

If we assume that GR is the correct theory of
gravity, we can then derive the component masses
from the intersection of the regions allowed by
q and P

:
b (Fig. 3): MWD ¼ 0:177þ0:017

−0:018 M◉ and
MPSR ¼ 2:07þ0:20

−0:21 M◉ (68.27% confidence). These
values are not too constraining yet. However, the
uncertainty of the measurement of P

:
b decreases

with T baseline
−5/2 (where Tbaseline is the timing base-

line); therefore, this method will yield very precise
mass measurements within a couple of years.

Discussion

PSR J0348+0432 as a Testbed for Gravity
There are strong arguments for GR not to be valid
beyond a (yet unknown) critical point, like its
incompatibility with quantum theory and its pre-
diction of the formation of spacetime singularities.
Therefore, it remains an open question whether
GR is the final description of macroscopic gravity.
This strongly motivates testing gravity regimes
that have not been tested before, in particular
regimes where gravity is strong and highly non-
linear. Presently, binary pulsars provide the best
high-precision experiments to probe strong-field
deviations from GR and the best tests of the
radiative properties of gravity (19–23). The orbital
period of PSR J0348+0432 is only 15 s longer
than that of the double pulsar system PSR J0737–
3039, but it has ∼two times more fractional grav-
itational binding energy than each of the double-
pulsar NSs. This places it far outside the presently
tested binding energy range (Fig. 4A) (8). Be-
cause the magnitude of strong-field effects gener-
ally depends nonlinearly on the binding energy,
the measurement of orbital decay transforms the

Fig. 3. System masses and
orbital-inclination constraints.
Constraints on system masses and
orbital inclination from radio and
optical measurements of PSR
J0348+0432 and its WD compan-
ion. Each triplet of curves corre-
sponds to the most likely value
and standard deviations (68.27%
confidence) of the respective pa-
rameters. Of these, two (q and MWD)
are independent of specific gravity
theories (in black). The contours
contain the 68.27 and 95.45% of
the two-dimensional probability
distribution. The constraints from
the measured intrinsic orbital decay
(P
:
b
int, in orange) are calculated as-

suming that GR is the correct theory
of gravity. All curves intersect in
the same region, meaning that
GR passes this radiative test (8).
(Bottom left) cosi-MWD plane. The
gray region is excluded by the con-
dition MPSR > 0. (Bottom right)
MPSR-MWD plane. The gray region
is excluded by the condition sini ≤ 1. The lateral graphs depict the one-dimensional probability-distribution function for the WD mass (right), pulsar mass
(top right), and inclination (top left) based on the mass function, MWD, and q.
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parameters, withMCMC error estimates, are given in Table 1. Owing to
the high significance of this detection, our MCMC procedure and a
standard x2 fit produce similar uncertainties.
From the detected Shapiro delay, we measure a companion mass of

(0.50060.006)M[, which implies that the companion is a helium–
carbon–oxygenwhite dwarf16. The Shapiro delay also shows the binary

system to be remarkably edge-on, with an inclination of 89.17u6 0.02u.
This is the most inclined pulsar binary system known at present. The
amplitude and sharpness of the Shapiro delay increase rapidly with
increasing binary inclination and the overall scaling of the signal is
linearly proportional to the mass of the companion star. Thus, the
unique combination of the high orbital inclination and massive white
dwarf companion in J1614-2230 cause a Shapiro delay amplitude
orders of magnitude larger than for most other millisecond pulsars.
In addition, the excellent timing precision achievable from the pulsar
with the GBT and GUPPI provide a very high signal-to-noise ratio
measurement of both Shapiro delay parameters within a single orbit.
The standardKeplerian orbital parameters, combinedwith the known

companionmass and orbital inclination, fully describe the dynamics of a
‘clean’ binary system—one comprising two stable compact objects—
under general relativity and therefore also determine the pulsar’s mass.
Wemeasure a pulsar mass of (1.976 0.04)M[, which is by far the high-
est preciselymeasured neutron star mass determined to date. In contrast
with X-ray-based mass/radius measurements17, the Shapiro delay pro-
videsno informationabout theneutron star’s radius.However, unlike the
X-ray methods, our result is nearly model independent, as it depends
only on general relativity being an adequate description of gravity.
In addition, unlike statistical pulsar mass determinations based on
measurement of the advance of periastron18–20, pure Shapiro delay mass
measurements involve no assumptions about classical contributions to
periastron advance or the distribution of orbital inclinations.
The mass measurement alone of a 1.97M[ neutron star signifi-

cantly constrains the nuclear matter equation of state (EOS), as shown
in Fig. 3. Any proposed EOS whose mass–radius track does not inter-
sect the J1614-2230 mass line is ruled out by this measurement. The
EOSs that produce the lowestmaximummasses tend to be thosewhich
predict significant softening past a certain central density. This is a
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Figure 1 | Shapiro delay measurement for PSR
J1614-2230. Timing residual—the excess delay
not accounted for by the timing model—as a
function of the pulsar’s orbital phase. a, Full
magnitude of the Shapiro delay when all other
model parameters are fixed at their best-fit values.
The solid line shows the functional form of the
Shapiro delay, and the red points are the 1,752
timingmeasurements in ourGBT–GUPPI data set.
The diagrams inset in this panel show top-down
schematics of the binary system at orbital phases of
0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 turns (from left to right). The
neutron star is shown in red, the white dwarf
companion in blue and the emitted radio beam,
pointing towards Earth, in yellow. At orbital phase
of 0.25 turns, the Earth–pulsar line of sight passes
nearest to the companion (,240,000 km),
producing the sharp peak in pulse delay.We found
no evidence for any kind of pulse intensity
variations, as from an eclipse, near conjunction.
b, Best-fit residuals obtained using an orbitalmodel
that does not account for general-relativistic effects.
In this case, some of the Shapiro delay signal is
absorbed by covariant non-relativistic model
parameters. That these residuals deviate
significantly from a random, Gaussian distribution
of zero mean shows that the Shapiro delay must be
included to model the pulse arrival times properly,
especially at conjunction. In addition to the red
GBT–GUPPI points, the 454 grey points show the
previous ‘long-term’ data set. The drastic
improvement in data quality is apparent. c, Post-fit
residuals for the fully relativistic timing model
(including Shapiro delay), which have a root mean
squared residual of 1.1ms and a reduced x2 value of
1.4 with 2,165 degrees of freedom. Error bars, 1s.
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Figure 2 | Results of theMCMCerror analysis. a, Grey-scale image shows the
two-dimensional posterior probability density function (PDF) in theM2–i
plane, computed from a histogram ofMCMC trial values. The ellipses show 1s
and 3s contours based on a Gaussian approximation to the MCMC results.
b, PDF for pulsar mass derived from the MCMC trials. The vertical lines show
the 1s and 3s limits on the pulsar mass. In both cases, the results are very well
described by normal distributions owing to the extremely high signal-to-noise
ratio of our Shapiro delay detection. Unlike secular orbital effects (for example
precession of periastron), the Shapiro delay does not accumulate over time, so
the measurement uncertainty scales simply as T21/2, where T is the total
observing time. Therefore, we are unlikely to see a significant improvement on
these results with currently available telescopes and instrumentation.
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parameters, withMCMC error estimates, are given in Table 1. Owing to
the high significance of this detection, our MCMC procedure and a
standard x2 fit produce similar uncertainties.
From the detected Shapiro delay, we measure a companion mass of

(0.50060.006)M[, which implies that the companion is a helium–
carbon–oxygenwhite dwarf16. The Shapiro delay also shows the binary

system to be remarkably edge-on, with an inclination of 89.17u6 0.02u.
This is the most inclined pulsar binary system known at present. The
amplitude and sharpness of the Shapiro delay increase rapidly with
increasing binary inclination and the overall scaling of the signal is
linearly proportional to the mass of the companion star. Thus, the
unique combination of the high orbital inclination and massive white
dwarf companion in J1614-2230 cause a Shapiro delay amplitude
orders of magnitude larger than for most other millisecond pulsars.
In addition, the excellent timing precision achievable from the pulsar
with the GBT and GUPPI provide a very high signal-to-noise ratio
measurement of both Shapiro delay parameters within a single orbit.
The standardKeplerian orbital parameters, combinedwith the known

companionmass and orbital inclination, fully describe the dynamics of a
‘clean’ binary system—one comprising two stable compact objects—
under general relativity and therefore also determine the pulsar’s mass.
Wemeasure a pulsar mass of (1.976 0.04)M[, which is by far the high-
est preciselymeasured neutron star mass determined to date. In contrast
with X-ray-based mass/radius measurements17, the Shapiro delay pro-
videsno informationabout theneutron star’s radius.However, unlike the
X-ray methods, our result is nearly model independent, as it depends
only on general relativity being an adequate description of gravity.
In addition, unlike statistical pulsar mass determinations based on
measurement of the advance of periastron18–20, pure Shapiro delay mass
measurements involve no assumptions about classical contributions to
periastron advance or the distribution of orbital inclinations.
The mass measurement alone of a 1.97M[ neutron star signifi-

cantly constrains the nuclear matter equation of state (EOS), as shown
in Fig. 3. Any proposed EOS whose mass–radius track does not inter-
sect the J1614-2230 mass line is ruled out by this measurement. The
EOSs that produce the lowestmaximummasses tend to be thosewhich
predict significant softening past a certain central density. This is a
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J1614-2230. Timing residual—the excess delay
not accounted for by the timing model—as a
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magnitude of the Shapiro delay when all other
model parameters are fixed at their best-fit values.
The solid line shows the functional form of the
Shapiro delay, and the red points are the 1,752
timingmeasurements in ourGBT–GUPPI data set.
The diagrams inset in this panel show top-down
schematics of the binary system at orbital phases of
0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 turns (from left to right). The
neutron star is shown in red, the white dwarf
companion in blue and the emitted radio beam,
pointing towards Earth, in yellow. At orbital phase
of 0.25 turns, the Earth–pulsar line of sight passes
nearest to the companion (,240,000 km),
producing the sharp peak in pulse delay.We found
no evidence for any kind of pulse intensity
variations, as from an eclipse, near conjunction.
b, Best-fit residuals obtained using an orbitalmodel
that does not account for general-relativistic effects.
In this case, some of the Shapiro delay signal is
absorbed by covariant non-relativistic model
parameters. That these residuals deviate
significantly from a random, Gaussian distribution
of zero mean shows that the Shapiro delay must be
included to model the pulse arrival times properly,
especially at conjunction. In addition to the red
GBT–GUPPI points, the 454 grey points show the
previous ‘long-term’ data set. The drastic
improvement in data quality is apparent. c, Post-fit
residuals for the fully relativistic timing model
(including Shapiro delay), which have a root mean
squared residual of 1.1ms and a reduced x2 value of
1.4 with 2,165 degrees of freedom. Error bars, 1s.
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plane, computed from a histogram ofMCMC trial values. The ellipses show 1s
and 3s contours based on a Gaussian approximation to the MCMC results.
b, PDF for pulsar mass derived from the MCMC trials. The vertical lines show
the 1s and 3s limits on the pulsar mass. In both cases, the results are very well
described by normal distributions owing to the extremely high signal-to-noise
ratio of our Shapiro delay detection. Unlike secular orbital effects (for example
precession of periastron), the Shapiro delay does not accumulate over time, so
the measurement uncertainty scales simply as T21/2, where T is the total
observing time. Therefore, we are unlikely to see a significant improvement on
these results with currently available telescopes and instrumentation.
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parameters, withMCMC error estimates, are given in Table 1. Owing to
the high significance of this detection, our MCMC procedure and a
standard x2 fit produce similar uncertainties.
From the detected Shapiro delay, we measure a companion mass of

(0.50060.006)M[, which implies that the companion is a helium–
carbon–oxygenwhite dwarf16. The Shapiro delay also shows the binary

system to be remarkably edge-on, with an inclination of 89.17u6 0.02u.
This is the most inclined pulsar binary system known at present. The
amplitude and sharpness of the Shapiro delay increase rapidly with
increasing binary inclination and the overall scaling of the signal is
linearly proportional to the mass of the companion star. Thus, the
unique combination of the high orbital inclination and massive white
dwarf companion in J1614-2230 cause a Shapiro delay amplitude
orders of magnitude larger than for most other millisecond pulsars.
In addition, the excellent timing precision achievable from the pulsar
with the GBT and GUPPI provide a very high signal-to-noise ratio
measurement of both Shapiro delay parameters within a single orbit.
The standardKeplerian orbital parameters, combinedwith the known

companionmass and orbital inclination, fully describe the dynamics of a
‘clean’ binary system—one comprising two stable compact objects—
under general relativity and therefore also determine the pulsar’s mass.
Wemeasure a pulsar mass of (1.976 0.04)M[, which is by far the high-
est preciselymeasured neutron star mass determined to date. In contrast
with X-ray-based mass/radius measurements17, the Shapiro delay pro-
videsno informationabout theneutron star’s radius.However, unlike the
X-ray methods, our result is nearly model independent, as it depends
only on general relativity being an adequate description of gravity.
In addition, unlike statistical pulsar mass determinations based on
measurement of the advance of periastron18–20, pure Shapiro delay mass
measurements involve no assumptions about classical contributions to
periastron advance or the distribution of orbital inclinations.
The mass measurement alone of a 1.97M[ neutron star signifi-

cantly constrains the nuclear matter equation of state (EOS), as shown
in Fig. 3. Any proposed EOS whose mass–radius track does not inter-
sect the J1614-2230 mass line is ruled out by this measurement. The
EOSs that produce the lowestmaximummasses tend to be thosewhich
predict significant softening past a certain central density. This is a
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pointing towards Earth, in yellow. At orbital phase
of 0.25 turns, the Earth–pulsar line of sight passes
nearest to the companion (,240,000 km),
producing the sharp peak in pulse delay.We found
no evidence for any kind of pulse intensity
variations, as from an eclipse, near conjunction.
b, Best-fit residuals obtained using an orbitalmodel
that does not account for general-relativistic effects.
In this case, some of the Shapiro delay signal is
absorbed by covariant non-relativistic model
parameters. That these residuals deviate
significantly from a random, Gaussian distribution
of zero mean shows that the Shapiro delay must be
included to model the pulse arrival times properly,
especially at conjunction. In addition to the red
GBT–GUPPI points, the 454 grey points show the
previous ‘long-term’ data set. The drastic
improvement in data quality is apparent. c, Post-fit
residuals for the fully relativistic timing model
(including Shapiro delay), which have a root mean
squared residual of 1.1ms and a reduced x2 value of
1.4 with 2,165 degrees of freedom. Error bars, 1s.
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two-dimensional posterior probability density function (PDF) in theM2–i
plane, computed from a histogram ofMCMC trial values. The ellipses show 1s
and 3s contours based on a Gaussian approximation to the MCMC results.
b, PDF for pulsar mass derived from the MCMC trials. The vertical lines show
the 1s and 3s limits on the pulsar mass. In both cases, the results are very well
described by normal distributions owing to the extremely high signal-to-noise
ratio of our Shapiro delay detection. Unlike secular orbital effects (for example
precession of periastron), the Shapiro delay does not accumulate over time, so
the measurement uncertainty scales simply as T21/2, where T is the total
observing time. Therefore, we are unlikely to see a significant improvement on
these results with currently available telescopes and instrumentation.
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Compact Relativistic Binary
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Introduction: Neutron stars with masses above 1.8 solar masses (M�), possess extreme gravitational 
fi elds, which may give rise to phenomena outside general relativity. Hitherto, these strong-fi eld devia-
tions have not been probed by experiment, because they become observable only in tight binaries 
containing a high-mass pulsar and where orbital decay resulting from emission of gravitational waves 
can be tested. Understanding the origin of such a system would also help to answer fundamental ques-
tions of close-binary evolution.

Methods: We report on radio-timing observations of the pulsar J0348+0432 and phase-resolved 
optical spectroscopy of its white-dwarf companion, which is in a 2.46-hour orbit. We used these to 
derive the component masses and orbital parameters, infer the system’s motion, and constrain its age.

Results: We fi nd that the white dwarf has a mass of 0.172 ± 0.003 M�, which, combined with orbital 
velocity measurements, yields a pulsar mass of 2.01 ± 0.04 M�. Additionally, over a span of 2 years, 
we observed a signifi cant decrease in the orbital period, P�b

obs = –8.6 ± 1.4 µs year�1 in our radio-
timing data.

Discussion: Pulsar J0348+0432 is only the second neutron star with a precisely determined mass 
of 2 M� and independently confi rms the existence of such massive neutron stars in nature. For these 

masses and orbital period, general relativity 
predicts a significant orbital decay, which 
matches the observed value, P�b

obs/ P�b
GR = 1.05 

± 0.18.
The pulsar has a gravitational binding 

energy 60% higher than other known neu-
tron stars in binaries where gravitational-
wave damping has been detected. Because 
the magnitude of strong-field deviations 
generally depends nonlinearly on the bind-
ing energy, the measurement of orbital 
decay transforms the system into a gravita-
tional laboratory for an as-yet untested grav-
ity regime. The consistency of the observed 
orbital decay with general relativity  therefore 
supports its validity, even for such extreme 
gravity-matter couplings, and rules out 
strong-fi eld phenomena predicted by physi-
cally well-motivated alternatives. Moreover, 
our result supports the use of general rela-
tivity–based templates for the detection of 
gravitational waves from merger events with 
advanced ground-based detectors.

Lastly, the system provides insight into 
pulsar-spin evolution after mass accretion. 
Because of its short merging time scale of 
400 megayears, the system is a direct chan-
nel for the formation of an ultracompact x-ray 
binary, possibly leading to a pulsar-planet 
system or the formation of a black hole.

Artist’s impression of the PSR J0348+0432 system. 
The compact pulsar (with beams of radio emission) produces 
a strong distortion of spacetime (illustrated by the green 
mesh). Conversely, spacetime around its white dwarf com-
panion (in light blue) is substantially less curved. According 
to relativistic theories of gravity, the binary system is subject 
to energy loss by gravitational waves.
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I. SUPRANUCLEAR DENSITY MATTER

A. Introduction

Neutron stars are the densest observable objects in the
Universe, attaining physical conditions of matter that cannot
be replicated on Earth. Inside neutron stars, the state of matter
ranges from ions (nuclei) embedded in a sea of electrons at
low densities in the outer crust, through increasingly neutron-
rich ions in the inner crust and outer core, to the supranuclear
densities reached in the center, where particles are squeezed
together more tightly than in atomic nuclei, and theory
predicts a host of possible exotic states of matter (Fig. 1).
The nature of matter at such densities is one of the great
unsolved problems in modern science, and this makes neutron
stars unparalleled laboratories for nuclear physics and quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD) under extreme conditions.
The most fundamental macroscopic diagnostic of dense

matter is the pressure-density-temperature relation of bulk
matter, the equation of state (EOS). The EOS can be used to
infer key aspects of the microphysics, such as the role of
many-body interactions at nuclear densities or the presence of
deconfined quarks at high densities (Sec. I.B). Measuring the
EOS of supranuclear density matter is therefore of major
importance to nuclear physics. However, it is also critical to
astrophysics. The dense matter EOS is clearly central to
understanding the powerful, violent, and enigmatic objects
that are neutron stars. However, neutron star–neutron star and
neutron star–black hole binary inspiral and merger, prime
sources of gravitational waves and the likely engines of short
gamma-ray bursts (Nakar, 2007) also depend sensitively on
the EOS (Shibata and Taniguchi, 2011; Bauswein et al., 2012;
Faber and Rasio, 2012; Lackey et al., 2012; Takami, Rezzolla,
and Baiotti, 2014). The EOS affects merger dynamics, black
hole formation time scales, the precise gravitational wave and
neutrino signals, any associated mass loss and r-process
nucleosynthesis, and the attendant gamma-ray bursts and

optical flashes (Metzger et al., 2010; Hotokezaka et al.,
2011; Kumar and Zhang, 2015; Rosswog, 2015). The EOS
of dense matter is also vital to understanding core collapse
supernova explosions and their associated gravitational wave
and neutrino emission (Janka et al., 2007).1

B. The nature of matter: Major open questions

The properties of neutron stars, like those of atomic nuclei,
depend crucially on the interactions between protons and
neutrons (nucleons) governed by the strong force. This is
evident from the seminal work of Oppenheimer and Volkoff
(1939), which showed that the maximal mass of neutron stars
consisting of noninteracting neutrons is 0.7M⊙. To stabilize
heavier neutron stars, as realized in nature, requires repulsive
interactions between nucleons, which set in with increasing
density. At low energies, and thus low densities, the inter-
actions between nucleons are attractive, as they have to be to
bind neutrons and protons into nuclei. However, to prevent
nuclei from collapsing, repulsive two-nucleon and three-
nucleon interactions set in at higher momenta and densities.
Because neutron stars reach densities exceeding those in
atomic nuclei, this makes them particularly sensitive to
many-body forces (Akmal, Pandharipande, and Ravenhall,
1998), and recently it was shown that the dominant uncer-
tainty at nuclear densities is due to three-nucleon forces
(Hebeler et al., 2010; Gandolfi, Carlson, and Reddy, 2012).

FIG. 1. Schematic structure of a neutron star. The outer layer is a
solid ionic crust supported by electron degeneracy pressure.
Neutrons begin to leak out of ions (nuclei) at densities
∼4 × 1011 g=cm3 (the neutron drip density, which separates
the inner from the outer crust), where neutron degeneracy also
starts to play a role. At densities ∼2 × 1014 g=cm3, the nuclei
dissolve completely. This marks the crust-core boundary. In the
core, densities reach several times the nuclear saturation density
ρsat ¼ 2.8 × 1014 g=cm3 (see text).

1Note that while most neutron stars, even during the binary
inspiral phase, can be described by the cold EOS that is the focus of
this Colloquium (see Sec. I.C), temperature corrections must be
applied when describing either newborn neutron stars in the
immediate aftermath of a supernova or the hot differentially rotating
remnants that may survive for a short period of time following a
compact object merger. The cold and hot EOS must of course connect
and be consistent with one another.
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From fundamental interactions to supernovae 

Core-collapse supernova: end of massive stars, birth of neutron stars 
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The equation of state of high-density matter:
constraints for neutron stars from nuclear physics

figure taken from Krüger,
doctoral thesis (2016) www.stellarcollapse.org/nsmasses

http://www.stellarcoolapse.org/nsmasses


Neutron star radius constraints

   incorporation of beta-equilibrium: neutron matter         neutron star matter

parametrize piecewise high-density extensions of EOS:

• use polytropic ansatz

• range of parameters
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KH, Lattimer, Pethick, Schwenk, PRL 105, 161102 (2010) 



Constraints on the nuclear equation of state

use the constraints:

vs(�) =
�

dP/d⇥ < c

Mmax > 1.97M�

causality

recent NS observations

constraints lead to significant reduction of EOS uncertainty band

KH, Lattimer, Pethick, Schwenk, ApJ 773,11 (2013)



vs(�) =
�

dP/d⇥ < c

causality

fictitious NS mass

Mmax > 2.4M�

increased          systematically reduces width of bandMmax

use the constraints:

Constraints on the nuclear equation of state

KH, Lattimer, Pethick, Schwenk, ApJ 773,11 (2013)



• current radius prediction for typical            neutron star:  
• low-density part of EOS sets scale for allowed high-density extensions 
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Constraints on neutron star radii

KH, Lattimer, Pethick, Schwenk, ApJ 773, 11 (2013)
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• constructed 3 representative EOS compatible with uncertainty bands for 
astrophysical applications: soft, intermediate and stiff

• allows to probe impact of current theoretical EOS uncertainties on 
astrophysical observables

Representative set of EOS

KH, Lattimer, Pethick, Schwenk, ApJ 773, 11 (2013)
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Equation of State and Neutron Star Structure:
Nuclear Physics and Observational Constraints
Results for the Moment of Inertia

I moment of inertia measurement of PSR
J0737–3039A seems feasible in the future
Burgay et al., Nature (2003); Lyne et al., Science (2004)

I assume I = (70 ± 7) M� km2

I 10% uncertainty seems feasible
Lattimer & Schutz, APJ 629 (2005)

R1.338 M� = (9.9 � 13.6) km
+

R1.338 M� = (11.2 � 12.9) km

I a 10% measurement of I can yield a
reduction in radius uncertainty of about 50%!

February 27, 2018 | Institut für Kernphysik - Theoriezentrum | Svenja Kim Greif | 8

Constraints from moment of inertia measurements

Greif, KH, Lattimer, Pethick, Schwenk,
in preparation
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Constraints from tidal deformability measurements
Results for Tidal Deformability
Radius Constraints through GW Detection

I ⇤(M) band gives estimate for ⇤
of 1.4 M� neutron stars:
⇤ ⇡ 120 � 944

I determine all (R,⇤)
combinations with M = 1.4 M�
for the set of EOS

I include ⇤1.4 M�  800 from
GW170817
LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration, PRL
161101 (2017)

R1.4 M� = (9.9 � 13.6) km ) R1.4 M� = (9.9 � 13.4) km

I reduction of radius range of about 200 m

How does this translate to the moment of inertia?
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⇤(1.4M�)  800
<latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit>

I-love-Q Yagi, Yunes, Science (2013)

I(1.338M�)  81.9 km2 M�
<latexit sha1_base64="HUNvC7tmPNz8HffikmN5YTqc0Qs=">AAACIHicbVBNSwMxFMz6bf2qevQSLEK9LLsqWD2JXvQgKFgVurVk09camt2syVuxLP0rXvwrXjyo6E1/jWktoq0DgcnMPJI3YSKFQc/7cEZGx8YnJqemczOzc/ML+cWlc6NSzaHMlVT6MmQGpIihjAIlXCYaWBRKuAhbB13/4ha0ESo+w3YC1Yg1Y9EQnKGVavnSUdF3NzdL9LiWBaqusLNOAwk3tOS7OzTYpQHCHWatqHO10b3+xGr5gud6PdBh4vdJgfRxUsu/B3XF0whi5JIZU/G9BKsZ0yi4hE4uSA0kjLdYEyqWxiwCU816G3bomlXqtKG0PTHSnvp7ImORMe0otMmI4bUZ9Lrif14lxUapmok4SRFi/v1QI5UUFe3WRetCA0fZtoRxLexfKb9mmnG0peZsCf7gysOkvOHuuP7pVmFvv9/GFFkhq6RIfLJN9sghOSFlwsk9eSTP5MV5cJ6cV+ftOzri9GeWyR84n18U8aCt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HUNvC7tmPNz8HffikmN5YTqc0Qs=">AAACIHicbVBNSwMxFMz6bf2qevQSLEK9LLsqWD2JXvQgKFgVurVk09camt2syVuxLP0rXvwrXjyo6E1/jWktoq0DgcnMPJI3YSKFQc/7cEZGx8YnJqemczOzc/ML+cWlc6NSzaHMlVT6MmQGpIihjAIlXCYaWBRKuAhbB13/4ha0ESo+w3YC1Yg1Y9EQnKGVavnSUdF3NzdL9LiWBaqusLNOAwk3tOS7OzTYpQHCHWatqHO10b3+xGr5gud6PdBh4vdJgfRxUsu/B3XF0whi5JIZU/G9BKsZ0yi4hE4uSA0kjLdYEyqWxiwCU816G3bomlXqtKG0PTHSnvp7ImORMe0otMmI4bUZ9Lrif14lxUapmok4SRFi/v1QI5UUFe3WRetCA0fZtoRxLexfKb9mmnG0peZsCf7gysOkvOHuuP7pVmFvv9/GFFkhq6RIfLJN9sghOSFlwsk9eSTP5MV5cJ6cV+ftOzri9GeWyR84n18U8aCt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HUNvC7tmPNz8HffikmN5YTqc0Qs=">AAACIHicbVBNSwMxFMz6bf2qevQSLEK9LLsqWD2JXvQgKFgVurVk09camt2syVuxLP0rXvwrXjyo6E1/jWktoq0DgcnMPJI3YSKFQc/7cEZGx8YnJqemczOzc/ML+cWlc6NSzaHMlVT6MmQGpIihjAIlXCYaWBRKuAhbB13/4ha0ESo+w3YC1Yg1Y9EQnKGVavnSUdF3NzdL9LiWBaqusLNOAwk3tOS7OzTYpQHCHWatqHO10b3+xGr5gud6PdBh4vdJgfRxUsu/B3XF0whi5JIZU/G9BKsZ0yi4hE4uSA0kjLdYEyqWxiwCU816G3bomlXqtKG0PTHSnvp7ImORMe0otMmI4bUZ9Lrif14lxUapmok4SRFi/v1QI5UUFe3WRetCA0fZtoRxLexfKb9mmnG0peZsCf7gysOkvOHuuP7pVmFvv9/GFFkhq6RIfLJN9sghOSFlwsk9eSTP5MV5cJ6cV+ftOzri9GeWyR84n18U8aCt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HUNvC7tmPNz8HffikmN5YTqc0Qs=">AAACIHicbVBNSwMxFMz6bf2qevQSLEK9LLsqWD2JXvQgKFgVurVk09camt2syVuxLP0rXvwrXjyo6E1/jWktoq0DgcnMPJI3YSKFQc/7cEZGx8YnJqemczOzc/ML+cWlc6NSzaHMlVT6MmQGpIihjAIlXCYaWBRKuAhbB13/4ha0ESo+w3YC1Yg1Y9EQnKGVavnSUdF3NzdL9LiWBaqusLNOAwk3tOS7OzTYpQHCHWatqHO10b3+xGr5gud6PdBh4vdJgfRxUsu/B3XF0whi5JIZU/G9BKsZ0yi4hE4uSA0kjLdYEyqWxiwCU816G3bomlXqtKG0PTHSnvp7ImORMe0otMmI4bUZ9Lrif14lxUapmok4SRFi/v1QI5UUFe3WRetCA0fZtoRxLexfKb9mmnG0peZsCf7gysOkvOHuuP7pVmFvv9/GFFkhq6RIfLJN9sghOSFlwsk9eSTP5MV5cJ6cV+ftOzri9GeWyR84n18U8aCt</latexit>

I(1.4M�)  88.6 km2 M�
<latexit sha1_base64="cVtyEuMKks/MiE/CIgJZj2kXAoQ=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei1A3w4z4qK5EN7oQKlgVOrVk0lsNzUyG5I5Yhn6JG3/FjQsVF27EvzF9IGo9EDg551ySe8JECoOe9+mMjI6NT0xOTedmZufmF/KLS+dGpZpDhSup9GXIDEgRQwUFSrhMNLAolHARtg67/sUtaCNUfIbtBGoRu45FU3CGVqrnt46LvrtJT+pZoBoKO+s0kEBLJXebBns0QLjDrBV1rja61+9UPV/wXK8HOkz8ASmQAcr1/HvQUDyNIEYumTFV30uwljGNgkvo5ILUQMJ4i11D1dKYRWBqWW+9Dl2zSoM2lbYnRtpTf05kLDKmHYU2GTG8MX+9rvifV02xWaplIk5ShJj3H2qmkqKi3a5oQ2jgKNuWMK6F/SvlN0wzjrbRnC3B/7vyMKlsuLuuf7pZ2D8YtDFFVsgqKRKf7JB9ckTKpEI4uSeP5Jm8OA/Ok/PqvPWjI85gZpn8gvPxBTSkn7g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cVtyEuMKks/MiE/CIgJZj2kXAoQ=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei1A3w4z4qK5EN7oQKlgVOrVk0lsNzUyG5I5Yhn6JG3/FjQsVF27EvzF9IGo9EDg551ySe8JECoOe9+mMjI6NT0xOTedmZufmF/KLS+dGpZpDhSup9GXIDEgRQwUFSrhMNLAolHARtg67/sUtaCNUfIbtBGoRu45FU3CGVqrnt46LvrtJT+pZoBoKO+s0kEBLJXebBns0QLjDrBV1rja61+9UPV/wXK8HOkz8ASmQAcr1/HvQUDyNIEYumTFV30uwljGNgkvo5ILUQMJ4i11D1dKYRWBqWW+9Dl2zSoM2lbYnRtpTf05kLDKmHYU2GTG8MX+9rvifV02xWaplIk5ShJj3H2qmkqKi3a5oQ2jgKNuWMK6F/SvlN0wzjrbRnC3B/7vyMKlsuLuuf7pZ2D8YtDFFVsgqKRKf7JB9ckTKpEI4uSeP5Jm8OA/Ok/PqvPWjI85gZpn8gvPxBTSkn7g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cVtyEuMKks/MiE/CIgJZj2kXAoQ=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei1A3w4z4qK5EN7oQKlgVOrVk0lsNzUyG5I5Yhn6JG3/FjQsVF27EvzF9IGo9EDg551ySe8JECoOe9+mMjI6NT0xOTedmZufmF/KLS+dGpZpDhSup9GXIDEgRQwUFSrhMNLAolHARtg67/sUtaCNUfIbtBGoRu45FU3CGVqrnt46LvrtJT+pZoBoKO+s0kEBLJXebBns0QLjDrBV1rja61+9UPV/wXK8HOkz8ASmQAcr1/HvQUDyNIEYumTFV30uwljGNgkvo5ILUQMJ4i11D1dKYRWBqWW+9Dl2zSoM2lbYnRtpTf05kLDKmHYU2GTG8MX+9rvifV02xWaplIk5ShJj3H2qmkqKi3a5oQ2jgKNuWMK6F/SvlN0wzjrbRnC3B/7vyMKlsuLuuf7pZ2D8YtDFFVsgqKRKf7JB9ckTKpEI4uSeP5Jm8OA/Ok/PqvPWjI85gZpn8gvPxBTSkn7g=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cVtyEuMKks/MiE/CIgJZj2kXAoQ=">AAACHXicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei1A3w4z4qK5EN7oQKlgVOrVk0lsNzUyG5I5Yhn6JG3/FjQsVF27EvzF9IGo9EDg551ySe8JECoOe9+mMjI6NT0xOTedmZufmF/KLS+dGpZpDhSup9GXIDEgRQwUFSrhMNLAolHARtg67/sUtaCNUfIbtBGoRu45FU3CGVqrnt46LvrtJT+pZoBoKO+s0kEBLJXebBns0QLjDrBV1rja61+9UPV/wXK8HOkz8ASmQAcr1/HvQUDyNIEYumTFV30uwljGNgkvo5ILUQMJ4i11D1dKYRWBqWW+9Dl2zSoM2lbYnRtpTf05kLDKmHYU2GTG8MX+9rvifV02xWaplIk5ShJj3H2qmkqKi3a5oQ2jgKNuWMK6F/SvlN0wzjrbRnC3B/7vyMKlsuLuuf7pZ2D8YtDFFVsgqKRKf7JB9ckTKpEI4uSeP5Jm8OA/Ok/PqvPWjI85gZpn8gvPxBTSkn7g=</latexit>

I(M) uncertainty band



Constraints from tidal deformability measurements
Results for Tidal Deformability
Radius Constraints through GW Detection

I ⇤(M) band gives estimate for ⇤
of 1.4 M� neutron stars:
⇤ ⇡ 120 � 944

I determine all (R,⇤)
combinations with M = 1.4 M�
for the set of EOS

I include ⇤1.4 M�  800 from
GW170817
LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration, PRL
161101 (2017)

R1.4 M� = (9.9 � 13.6) km ) R1.4 M� = (9.9 � 13.4) km

I reduction of radius range of about 200 m

How does this translate to the moment of inertia?
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⇤(1.4M�)  800
<latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit>

⇤0 ± 10%
<latexit sha1_base64="KkBwcRyJ5tu9CGrjxMKAIenVbHw=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/6o5egmPgabQiqLehFw8eJlg3WEtJ03QLS9KSpEIp86t48aDi1S/izW9jtvWgmw9CHu+9H/nlRRmjSjvOt7Wyura+sVnbqm/v7O7t2weHDyrNJSYeTlkq+xFShFFBPE01I/1MEsQjRnrR+Hrq9x6JVDQV97rISMDRUNCEYqSNFNoN/9aEYxQ60M84dM3VCu2m03ZmgMvErUgTVOiG9pcfpzjnRGjMkFID18l0UCKpKWZkUvdzRTKEx2hIBoYKxIkKytnyE9gySgyTVJojNJypvydKxJUqeGSSHOmRWvSm4n/eINfJRVBSkeWaCDx/KMkZ1CmcNgFjKgnWrDAEYUnNrhCPkERYm77qpgR38cvLxDttX7bdu7Nm56pqowaOwDE4AS44Bx1wA7rAAxgU4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PeXTFqmYa4A+szx91oZLk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KkBwcRyJ5tu9CGrjxMKAIenVbHw=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/6o5egmPgabQiqLehFw8eJlg3WEtJ03QLS9KSpEIp86t48aDi1S/izW9jtvWgmw9CHu+9H/nlRRmjSjvOt7Wyura+sVnbqm/v7O7t2weHDyrNJSYeTlkq+xFShFFBPE01I/1MEsQjRnrR+Hrq9x6JVDQV97rISMDRUNCEYqSNFNoN/9aEYxQ60M84dM3VCu2m03ZmgMvErUgTVOiG9pcfpzjnRGjMkFID18l0UCKpKWZkUvdzRTKEx2hIBoYKxIkKytnyE9gySgyTVJojNJypvydKxJUqeGSSHOmRWvSm4n/eINfJRVBSkeWaCDx/KMkZ1CmcNgFjKgnWrDAEYUnNrhCPkERYm77qpgR38cvLxDttX7bdu7Nm56pqowaOwDE4AS44Bx1wA7rAAxgU4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PeXTFqmYa4A+szx91oZLk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KkBwcRyJ5tu9CGrjxMKAIenVbHw=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/6o5egmPgabQiqLehFw8eJlg3WEtJ03QLS9KSpEIp86t48aDi1S/izW9jtvWgmw9CHu+9H/nlRRmjSjvOt7Wyura+sVnbqm/v7O7t2weHDyrNJSYeTlkq+xFShFFBPE01I/1MEsQjRnrR+Hrq9x6JVDQV97rISMDRUNCEYqSNFNoN/9aEYxQ60M84dM3VCu2m03ZmgMvErUgTVOiG9pcfpzjnRGjMkFID18l0UCKpKWZkUvdzRTKEx2hIBoYKxIkKytnyE9gySgyTVJojNJypvydKxJUqeGSSHOmRWvSm4n/eINfJRVBSkeWaCDx/KMkZ1CmcNgFjKgnWrDAEYUnNrhCPkERYm77qpgR38cvLxDttX7bdu7Nm56pqowaOwDE4AS44Bx1wA7rAAxgU4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PeXTFqmYa4A+szx91oZLk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KkBwcRyJ5tu9CGrjxMKAIenVbHw=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/6o5egmPgabQiqLehFw8eJlg3WEtJ03QLS9KSpEIp86t48aDi1S/izW9jtvWgmw9CHu+9H/nlRRmjSjvOt7Wyura+sVnbqm/v7O7t2weHDyrNJSYeTlkq+xFShFFBPE01I/1MEsQjRnrR+Hrq9x6JVDQV97rISMDRUNCEYqSNFNoN/9aEYxQ60M84dM3VCu2m03ZmgMvErUgTVOiG9pcfpzjnRGjMkFID18l0UCKpKWZkUvdzRTKEx2hIBoYKxIkKytnyE9gySgyTVJojNJypvydKxJUqeGSSHOmRWvSm4n/eINfJRVBSkeWaCDx/KMkZ1CmcNgFjKgnWrDAEYUnNrhCPkERYm77qpgR38cvLxDttX7bdu7Nm56pqowaOwDE4AS44Bx1wA7rAAxgU4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PeXTFqmYa4A+szx91oZLk</latexit>



Constraints from tidal deformability measurements
Results for Tidal Deformability
Radius Constraints through GW Detection

I ⇤(M) band gives estimate for ⇤
of 1.4 M� neutron stars:
⇤ ⇡ 120 � 944

I determine all (R,⇤)
combinations with M = 1.4 M�
for the set of EOS

I include ⇤1.4 M�  800 from
GW170817
LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration, PRL
161101 (2017)

R1.4 M� = (9.9 � 13.6) km ) R1.4 M� = (9.9 � 13.4) km

I reduction of radius range of about 200 m

How does this translate to the moment of inertia?
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⇤(1.4M�)  800
<latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LrIW9/sRLBg8eQUjkjGTyFo8w7U=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh4FWSxCvZRECtZb0YsHhQrGFpoQNptNu3STDbsboYTevPgqXjyoePUZvPk2btsctHVgYZiZj2+/CVJGpbKsb6O0tLyyulZer2xsbm3vmLt795JnAhMHc8ZFN0CSMJoQR1HFSDcVBMUBI51geDnxOw9ESMqTOzVKiRejfkIjipHSkm8eutc6HKKaXW/AGz93ecjV+AS6jMCmZflm1apbU8BFYhekCgq0ffPLDTnOYpIozJCUPdtKlZcjoShmZFxxM0lShIeoT3qaJigm0sund4zhsVZCGHGhX6LgVP09kaNYylEc6GSM1EDOexPxP6+Xqajp5TRJM0USPFsUZQwqDielwJAKghUbaYKwoPqvEA+QQFjp6iq6BHv+5EXinNbP6/Zto9q6KNoogwNwBGrABmegBa5AGzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxscsWjKKmX3wB8bnD/3Nlwc=</latexit>

Results for Tidal Deformability
I-Love-Q + ⇤ Observation

I polytropic EOS predict for M = 1.338 M� a range for the tidal deformability:
⇤ = 154.4 � 1163.9

I a moment of inertia range is determined with the I-Love relation for chosen
values of ⇤ and uncertainties

I future measurements of ⇤ will give strong constraints on the radius of neutron
stars
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⇤0 ± 20%
<latexit sha1_base64="kjZAhmpQf/IIAsnCIdYv8eElyX8=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhwDT6MdgnobevHgYYJ1g7WUNE23sCQtSSqUMr+KFw8qXv0i3vw2ZlsPuvkg5PHe+5FfXpgyqrRtf1uVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//oH549KCSTGLi4oQlchAiRRgVxNVUMzJIJUE8ZKQfTq5nfv+RSEUTca/zlPgcjQSNKUbaSEG94d2acIQCG3ophx1ztYJ6027bc8BV4pSkCUr0gvqXFyU440RozJBSQ8dOtV8gqSlmZFrzMkVShCdoRIaGCsSJ8ov58lPYMkoE40SaIzScq78nCsSVynlokhzpsVr2ZuJ/3jDT8YVfUJFmmgi8eCjOGNQJnDUBIyoJ1iw3BGFJza4Qj5FEWJu+aqYEZ/nLq8TttC/bzt1Zs3tVtlEFx+AEnAIHnIMuuAE94AIMcvAMXsGb9WS9WO/WxyJascqZBvgD6/MHdyiS5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kjZAhmpQf/IIAsnCIdYv8eElyX8=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhwDT6MdgnobevHgYYJ1g7WUNE23sCQtSSqUMr+KFw8qXv0i3vw2ZlsPuvkg5PHe+5FfXpgyqrRtf1uVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//oH549KCSTGLi4oQlchAiRRgVxNVUMzJIJUE8ZKQfTq5nfv+RSEUTca/zlPgcjQSNKUbaSEG94d2acIQCG3ophx1ztYJ6027bc8BV4pSkCUr0gvqXFyU440RozJBSQ8dOtV8gqSlmZFrzMkVShCdoRIaGCsSJ8ov58lPYMkoE40SaIzScq78nCsSVynlokhzpsVr2ZuJ/3jDT8YVfUJFmmgi8eCjOGNQJnDUBIyoJ1iw3BGFJza4Qj5FEWJu+aqYEZ/nLq8TttC/bzt1Zs3tVtlEFx+AEnAIHnIMuuAE94AIMcvAMXsGb9WS9WO/WxyJascqZBvgD6/MHdyiS5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kjZAhmpQf/IIAsnCIdYv8eElyX8=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhwDT6MdgnobevHgYYJ1g7WUNE23sCQtSSqUMr+KFw8qXv0i3vw2ZlsPuvkg5PHe+5FfXpgyqrRtf1uVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//oH549KCSTGLi4oQlchAiRRgVxNVUMzJIJUE8ZKQfTq5nfv+RSEUTca/zlPgcjQSNKUbaSEG94d2acIQCG3ophx1ztYJ6027bc8BV4pSkCUr0gvqXFyU440RozJBSQ8dOtV8gqSlmZFrzMkVShCdoRIaGCsSJ8ov58lPYMkoE40SaIzScq78nCsSVynlokhzpsVr2ZuJ/3jDT8YVfUJFmmgi8eCjOGNQJnDUBIyoJ1iw3BGFJza4Qj5FEWJu+aqYEZ/nLq8TttC/bzt1Zs3tVtlEFx+AEnAIHnIMuuAE94AIMcvAMXsGb9WS9WO/WxyJascqZBvgD6/MHdyiS5Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kjZAhmpQf/IIAsnCIdYv8eElyX8=">AAAB+3icbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/TXf0EhwDT6MdgnobevHgYYJ1g7WUNE23sCQtSSqUMr+KFw8qXv0i3vw2ZlsPuvkg5PHe+5FfXpgyqrRtf1uVtfWNza3qdm1nd2//oH549KCSTGLi4oQlchAiRRgVxNVUMzJIJUE8ZKQfTq5nfv+RSEUTca/zlPgcjQSNKUbaSEG94d2acIQCG3ophx1ztYJ6027bc8BV4pSkCUr0gvqXFyU440RozJBSQ8dOtV8gqSlmZFrzMkVShCdoRIaGCsSJ8ov58lPYMkoE40SaIzScq78nCsSVynlokhzpsVr2ZuJ/3jDT8YVfUJFmmgi8eCjOGNQJnDUBIyoJ1iw3BGFJza4Qj5FEWJu+aqYEZ/nLq8TttC/bzt1Zs3tVtlEFx+AEnAIHnIMuuAE94AIMcvAMXsGb9WS9WO/WxyJascqZBvgD6/MHdyiS5Q==</latexit>



Constraints from tidal deformability measurements

⇤̃ =
16

13

(M1 + 12M2)M4
1⇤1 + (M2 + 12M1)M4

2⇤2

(M1 +M2)5
<latexit sha1_base64="KFZktV4KYYElsrlJkYyf03u0U/g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KFZktV4KYYElsrlJkYyf03u0U/g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KFZktV4KYYElsrlJkYyf03u0U/g=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KFZktV4KYYElsrlJkYyf03u0U/g=">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</latexit>

M =
(M1M2)3/5

(M1 +M2)1/5
<latexit sha1_base64="LtFg0EK1q4vMnDG/77uqK+enY2k=">AAACH3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxCRahJVaoLoejGTaGCsYWmhsl00g6dXJiZCCXkUdz4Km5cqIi7vo2TNgtt/WHg5zvncOb8bsSokIYx1hYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWf3QYQxx8TCIQt520WCMBoQS1LJSDviBPkuIy13eJPVW0+ECxoG93IUka6P+gH1KEZSIUev2T6SA4xY0kjhFbQ9jnBSbjgmbDjVo8fk9OQ8TafgOEdmhhy9ZFSMieC8MXNTArmajv5t90Ic+ySQmCEhOqYRyW6CuKSYkbRox4JECA9Rn3SUDZBPRDeZHJjCQ0V60Au5eoGEE/p7IkG+ECPfVZ3ZOWK2lsH/ap1YehfdhAZRLEmAp4u8mEEZwiwt2KOcYMlGyiDMqforxAOkMpIq06IKwZw9ed5Y1cplxbw7K9Wv8zQKYB8cgDIwQQ3UwS1oAgtg8AxewTv40F60N+1T+5q2Lmj5zB74I238Axv5oAA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LtFg0EK1q4vMnDG/77uqK+enY2k=">AAACH3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxCRahJVaoLoejGTaGCsYWmhsl00g6dXJiZCCXkUdz4Km5cqIi7vo2TNgtt/WHg5zvncOb8bsSokIYx1hYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWf3QYQxx8TCIQt520WCMBoQS1LJSDviBPkuIy13eJPVW0+ECxoG93IUka6P+gH1KEZSIUev2T6SA4xY0kjhFbQ9jnBSbjgmbDjVo8fk9OQ8TafgOEdmhhy9ZFSMieC8MXNTArmajv5t90Ic+ySQmCEhOqYRyW6CuKSYkbRox4JECA9Rn3SUDZBPRDeZHJjCQ0V60Au5eoGEE/p7IkG+ECPfVZ3ZOWK2lsH/ap1YehfdhAZRLEmAp4u8mEEZwiwt2KOcYMlGyiDMqforxAOkMpIq06IKwZw9ed5Y1cplxbw7K9Wv8zQKYB8cgDIwQQ3UwS1oAgtg8AxewTv40F60N+1T+5q2Lmj5zB74I238Axv5oAA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LtFg0EK1q4vMnDG/77uqK+enY2k=">AAACH3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxCRahJVaoLoejGTaGCsYWmhsl00g6dXJiZCCXkUdz4Km5cqIi7vo2TNgtt/WHg5zvncOb8bsSokIYx1hYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWf3QYQxx8TCIQt520WCMBoQS1LJSDviBPkuIy13eJPVW0+ECxoG93IUka6P+gH1KEZSIUev2T6SA4xY0kjhFbQ9jnBSbjgmbDjVo8fk9OQ8TafgOEdmhhy9ZFSMieC8MXNTArmajv5t90Ic+ySQmCEhOqYRyW6CuKSYkbRox4JECA9Rn3SUDZBPRDeZHJjCQ0V60Au5eoGEE/p7IkG+ECPfVZ3ZOWK2lsH/ap1YehfdhAZRLEmAp4u8mEEZwiwt2KOcYMlGyiDMqforxAOkMpIq06IKwZw9ed5Y1cplxbw7K9Wv8zQKYB8cgDIwQQ3UwS1oAgtg8AxewTv40F60N+1T+5q2Lmj5zB74I238Axv5oAA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LtFg0EK1q4vMnDG/77uqK+enY2k=">AAACH3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxCRahJVaoLoejGTaGCsYWmhsl00g6dXJiZCCXkUdz4Km5cqIi7vo2TNgtt/WHg5zvncOb8bsSokIYx1hYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWf3QYQxx8TCIQt520WCMBoQS1LJSDviBPkuIy13eJPVW0+ECxoG93IUka6P+gH1KEZSIUev2T6SA4xY0kjhFbQ9jnBSbjgmbDjVo8fk9OQ8TafgOEdmhhy9ZFSMieC8MXNTArmajv5t90Ic+ySQmCEhOqYRyW6CuKSYkbRox4JECA9Rn3SUDZBPRDeZHJjCQ0V60Au5eoGEE/p7IkG+ECPfVZ3ZOWK2lsH/ap1YehfdhAZRLEmAp4u8mEEZwiwt2KOcYMlGyiDMqforxAOkMpIq06IKwZw9ed5Y1cplxbw7K9Wv8zQKYB8cgDIwQQ3UwS1oAgtg8AxewTv40F60N+1T+5q2Lmj5zB74I238Axv5oAA=</latexit>

radius constraints for             relatively insensitive to mass ratio q =
M1

M2
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discrepancies to experiment dominated by 
deficiencies of present nuclear interactions

remarkable agreement between 
different ab intio many-body methods

significant increase in scope of 
ab initio many-body frameworks

systematic estimates of
theoretical uncertainties

unified study of atomic nuclei, nuclear matter 
and reactions based on novel interactions

presently active efforts to 
develop improved nucleon interactions

(fits of LECs, power counting, regularization...)

Status and achievements

Current developments and open questions

Key goals


